


LADY AMANDA
Length: 30 metres (100')
Beam: 6.57 metres (21' 7")
Draft: 1.75 metres (5' 9")
Number of Guests: 10
Number of Crew: 4
Built: 2006
Refit: 2021
Builder: Couach
Naval Architect: Guy Couach
Flag: Maltese
Hull Construction: Kevlar
Hull Configuration: Planing hull
Air conditioning, Deck Jacuzzi, WiFi connection on board
Playstation 4

Built in 2006 by Couach, 30-metre Lady Amanda offers the
best selection of onboard toys around and one of the most
welcoming crews. Fresh from a significant 2021 interior and
exterior refit, the yacht is in great condition and looking
amazing. 

Lady Amanda’s impressive leisure and entertaining facilities
have made her a well-known and popular fixture on the
charter scene. Her owner is particularly passionate about
watersports, therefore Lady Amanda boasts a selection of
toys better than that of many 45-metre yachts. These include

a 4,6metre tender, a 5-metre slide, a Fliteboard AIR 175litre, a
FlyBoard, Jetsurf, an ocean pool with jellyfish protection net, a
golfing pad with biodegradable balls, a balloon blast, a crane
swing, PWC, seabobs, immotor electric scooter, an SJ pro SUP
package, paddleboards, snorkelling and fishing equipment,
waterskis, wakeboards, a wakeskate and a doughnut amongst
others. There is also a Mavic pro platinum air drone and a
Power Ray power vision sub drone to immortalise the guest
experience.

Lady Amanda is able to accommodate 10 guests in four
ensuite cabins, across a full beam master suite, a queen and
two doubles with a Pullman each. The classic interior from
Franck Reynaud is light and inviting, with calming neutral
whites and polished woods the dominant theme. A
comfortable saloon with easy access to the outdoors creates a
sociable space. The yacht also boasts impressive outdoor deck
space that includes several lounging and dining areas across
the aft deck, foredeck and large flybridge, and sun pads on the
foredeck and a Jacuzzi on the flybridge. 

With an impressive cruising speed of 22-26 knots, Lady
Amanda is able to cruise between locations in comfort and
style, enabling guests to experience a large area of coastline in
a short space of time, perfect for those who want to explore
places ashore as well as enjoy the yacht’s amenities. 



KEY FEATURES

1 Interior styling by Franck Reynaud

2 Impressive outdoor deck space

3 Experienced crew of four

4 An array of watersports toys
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Jacuzzi, flybridge Jacuzzi, flybridge

Swimming platform Swimming platform and ocean pool



Master ensuite Double Cabin

VIP Cabin Ensuite



Master cabin

Exterior with toys

Main saloon



Main saloon & dining area



SPECIFICATIONS
ACCOMMODATION
Number of Guests: 10
Number of Cabins: 4
Cabin Configuration: 4 Double
Bed Configuration: 2 Pullman, 2 Queen, 2 Double

EQUIPMENT
Engines: 2 x 2000 hp MTU 16V2000M91 Diesel engines
600 l/ph/ at 26 knots
490 l/p/h at 22 knots
Cruising Speed: 26 knots
Fuel Consumption: 600 Litres/Hr

WATERSPORTS
Tenders + Toys: SeaDoo Wake 170
Fliteboard AIR 175litre
EWave V2 6000
EWave Inflatable Ring
FlyBoard®
Jetsurf
SJ PRO SUP Package
Underwater Scooter Trident
Golfing pad (biodegradable golf balls)
Gym Equipment
Williams Turbojet 445 (2018)
2 x F5 Seabobs (2018)
5-meter water slide from flybridge (2018)
Ocean Pool with jellyfish protective net (2018)
Paddle boards
Snorkelling equipment
Waterskis, wakeboard, wakeskate, donut
Balloon blast
Crane swing
Immotor electric scooter
Fishing gear
Monoski
Mavic pro platinum air drone
Power Ray power vision sub drone



LAYOUT



Disclaimer

This document is not contractual. All specifications are given in good faith and offered for informational purposes only. The publisher and company do not warrant or
assume any legal liability or responsibility for the accuracy, completeness, or usefulness of any information and/or images displayed. Yacht inventory, specifications
and charter prices are subject to change without prior notice. None of the text and/or images used in this brochure may be reproduced without written consent from the
publisher.


